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Protracted uncertainty will affect British businesses 
and compound costs to the UK economy. For the first 
time, Britain’s wider place in the world will also come 
into question.

Political dynamics within the EU will be disrupted – a 
UK exit could shift the balance of power to Germany. 
There’s also the risk of political contagion and further 
disintegration, if “proof of concept” of leaving the
EU occurs.

Regulatory divergence grows over time.
Cost of trade increases, UK’s place in
supply chains disrupted.

EU trade matters more for the UK than vice
versa, but some states with big bilateral
surpluses feel a macro chill from Brexit.

UK less attractive as gateway to
Europe, as base for corporate HQs, and
as  location for investment into Europe.

Businesses find it costly to relocate
investments from the UK. Risk that UK
attempts to undercut EU on standards to
attract foreign direct investment (FDI).

UK loses influence and power
over EU regulation.

Balance in European Council
shifts away from liberalisation. 

UK gains flexibility but loses benefits
from scale and influence in some areas.

Weakening of competition policy,
looser collaboration in education
and research.

Immigration tightened, damaging
competitiveness (especially London).

Some countries affected by impact on
remittances/diverted migration.
Extent of political contagion unknown.

UK retains competitive edge, but
may lose businesses in the long run if status 
as financial centre gets undermined.

One/two financial centres may benefit, but
businesses and households suffer from
loss of liquidity and increased cost of
financial services.

UK has less leverage, becomes lower priority
partner in trade negotiations. May find it 
more difficult to resolve trade disputes.

Without UK, EU is a less attractive trade
partner. EU also loses a member state that
put its political weight behind negotiations.

UK loses benefit to influence within and 
through EU, impacting on economic and
foreign policy interests.

EU loses substantial soft and hard
power assets, but may be able to act more
coherently externally.

UK gains financially. Variation in the net
impact across UK regions complicates
Brexit politics.

EU loses budget disciplinarian and a major
net contributor. Gap to be filled by higher
contributions from other countries or
lesser spending.

Brexit a protracted process. Uncertainty
over end-point impacts businesses.
Future of Scotland and Ireland also unclear.

Uncertainty bad for businesses in EU. Biggest
risk is political contagion from “proof of 
concept” for leaving EU.
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To be or not to be
On June 23, the United Kingdom (UK) will vote on whether or not it 
should remain a member of the European Union (EU) – a decision
that will have far-reaching effects on not only the continent, but 
the entire world. The Business Times examines the long-term
impact a Brexit result would have on Britain, the EU, and Singapore. 
– BY KELLY TAY & EFFIE TAN
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Impact on Singapore

It’s hard to say for sure how a “leave” vote would affect Singapore. For one, under EU rules, any exit
will take at least two years to negotiate. Also, new terms of agreement will be up in the air,
adding to the general climate of uncertainty.

Still, most agree it would be a net negative to 
Singapore, because:

� Any disruption to the economies of Britain and the 
EU will inevitably ripple outwards

� Investments into Singapore could slow, as the UK 
and euro zone grapple with a Brexit

� London property prices could drop, if London loses 
standing as global financial centre

� Singapore firms may have to reconsider London as a 

springboard into Europe, and look toward other 
cities instead (e.g. Frankfurt, Paris)

However, some see room for a little upside:
� Singapore could benefit as global investors 

re-allocate funds away from London/Europe, amid 
uncertainty

� If more resources are diverted into alternative 
locations like Asia, Singapore – as a gateway to 
Southeast Asia – could see gains

Protracted uncertainty will affect British businesses 
and compound costs to the UK economy. For the first 

Political dynamics within the EU will be disrupted – a 
UK exit could shift the balance of power to Germany. 
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